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Explored 
coffee 
techniques
Different coffee techniques 
were explored to find values we 
found important. Choosing one 
technique to continue with, the 
Moka Express, or percolator. As 
this one had the most potential 
to be elaborated and fitting 
with our values. From here 
we continued the exploration 
with personal evaluation of our 
coffee rituals defining more 
values to incorporate in the 
project.

The French press Cafetièreor
was first patented by Attilio Calimani in 1929, and then redesigned 1958 by 
Faliero Bondanini [1], although the process was known and used before. 

An amount of medium to coarsely ground coffee is placed in the beaker, poured 
over with hot but not boiling water (93 to 96°) and left to brew for two to four 
minutes, depending on preference. The filter is slowly pressed down to filter the 
coffee grounds from the infused water and the coffee is immediately served: 
when left in the cafetière much longer the coffee will take on a very bitter taste.  

[1] Grierson, James, "History of the Cafetière", Coffee 
knowledge, UK: Galla coffee, retrieved 2009-12-23 
[2] Katan, M.B. "Comparison of effect of cafetiere and filtered 
coffee on serum concentrations of liver aminotransferases and 
lipids: six month randomised controlled trial"

The same process in the cafetière can be used 
to brew tea as well, and a variant on the 
coffee making process with cold water can be 
done too - but it requires several hours of 
brewing. 
Compared to regular filter coffee, the 
cafetière keeps certain flavours and aromas 
that would be filtered out by a paper coffee 
filter [2]. 

Compared to other methods of making coffee, 
the cafetière is one of the more simple 
appliances that requires hardly any complex 
parts or electronics while still allowing a 
good deal of control over the process. 

Curiosity recognizable, ergonomic,
manageable, curiosity of the inside

Filter coffee, soft and long 
coffee, automatic process, 

coffee is maintained warm

Turkish coffee, complete set, leave a 
trace in cup, measure yourself, specific 

order and instructions

Coffee syphon, strong coffee, 
fast process, traditional, 

short coffee

Cold coffee, manual process, easy made, 
home context, strong taste

Vacuum Coffee Maker, many 
components, set, full transparency, 
mixing other ingredients

Espresso machine, strong 
coffee, fast process, 

traditional, short coffee



Koert makes manual drip coffee. 
He is mindful of the amount of  
ingredients. This process relaxes 
him in the morning.

Lucas makes two cups of filter 
coffee when he is at home to enjoy 
with something to eat and read up 
on the news.

Virginia gets up and makes coffee 
immediately to help wake up. Black 
strong filter coffee together with a 
little bite.

Ivar enjoys a relaxed filter coffee 
in the morning. Get up and have 
a quiet morning is important. A 
rather strong coffee with milk.

Fabienne values the smell and 
sounds of her coffee machine. The 
grinding of the beans helps her 
to wake up. Her coffee ritual is a 
preparation for the day.

After taking a shower, Harm 
usually eats his breakfast without 
a coffee. Coffee is drunk later, as a 
start of the working day.

Jeroen values the place of his coffee 
making ritual. Also the cup he uses 
is very important. The smell and 
taste of his favorite coffee helps 
him startup in the morning.

Personal 
coffee rituals
Exploration of the different rituals 
of all the team members. This 
was done to individually explore 
the different values we find in 
our coffee ritual. After this we 
combined our rituals and try to 
find common ground to design 
with. The common values together 
with the values from the other 
researched techniques were used 
as a basis for designed coffee ritual. 



Design Proposal
Our experiences become a 
negative or positive memory, 
which can change as time 
passes - together with its 
connotation. All memories 
are first experienced through 
the senses. Designing 
a ritual that becomes a 
cherished memory should 
thus stimulate the senses in 
a positive way. 
We want to combine the 
positive aspects of various 
coffee rituals to create a new 
ritual that ideally consists 
only of (inter)actions that 
are experienced positively to 
create a meaningful, valuable 
experience. By starting 
off from a moment that is 
generally not perceived as 
very pleasant; the morning 
and waking, we aim for more 
attentiveness. We will do 
this by enriching the coffee 
making and drinking process 
into a ritual with the needed 
qualities to achieve this. 

One of the aspects we 
find important is that the 
ritual should facilitate the 
mastering of the process. 
Many factors come into 
play when making your 
‘perfect’ coffee; the water 

temperature and pressure, 
the amount of ground 
coffee and its grain size as 
well as the force with which 
is it pressed into the piston, 
etcetera. Although the main 
goal of a ritual is not the end 
result, we think that giving 
the performer of the ritual 
control over factors that 
provide accurate feedback 
will lead to increased 
involvement and attention 
to the ritual, ultimately 
increasing the value of the 
ritual.

Thus several characteristics 
of the artefacts belonging 
to the ritual need to be 
developed; their aesthetics, 
form, materials and 
mechanics should all 
contribute to a pleasant 
experience. Where possible 
the stimulation of the 
senses should be amplified 
positively.

Another valued trait is the 
transparency of the process 
- when it is clear to the 
user what is happening, 
involvement may increase. 
Some examples of valuable 
qualities of different coffee 

making processes are the 
control options of the 
espresso machine that 
facilitate perfection of the 
process; the manual force 
required to operate the 
manual espresso machine; 
the compact design of 
the percolator, and the 
engagement in the Turkish 
coffee ritual. 

As a starting point for our 
ritual we will use the Moka; 
it has several aspects that 
we appreciate while at the 

same time it has opportunity 
for improvements. The 
sensation of curiosity the 
percolator elicits and its 
familiarity are some positive 
characteristics, together 
with the elegant design and 
ease of use. 
We see possibilities to 
enhance the experience of 
waking up while making 
coffee with the percolator by 
adding elements from other 
rituals or processes and 
creating a set of artefacts 
with a clear connection.



Serving & storing
We designed a tray to hold all 
artefacts that are needed for 
the actual coffee drinking. 
This is a nice way to present 
this ritual as a set and 
enables to easily carry of all 
the needed artefacts. Using 
a tray allows the host to 
make the partner enjoy the 
finalization of the making 
process by pouring the 
coffee, add milk and sugar 
and stirring the coffee at the 
coffee drinking place.
Using a tray results in an 
ensemble of coffee ritual 
artefacts in which the 
structure and order of things 
has strong influence on the 
ritual itself. 

The tray is designed to allow 
for careful positioning, easy 
carrying of all needed parts 
for the coffee drinking and 
to display and present the 
coffee when brought to the 
partner. These different 
qualities - that are usually 
have varying allowances - are 
made possible and enhanced 
by mechanical elevation of 
the holder plates. 
This highlights the 
presentation of the artefacts 
of the coffee ritual. This 

also replicates the making 
process; coffee going up 
against gravity. With putting 
down the coffee set, all 
artefacts on the tray seem to 
move upwards towards the 
users.

Using a tray as a base to 
drink the coffee from creates 
a new space in the room 
where you enjoy the coffee; 
transforming the space 
during the ritual. 

Because we enjoyed the 
shape of the octagonal 
Bialetti Moka Express so 
much we decided to make 
this shape apparent in the 
whole set. To show clearly 
that the tray, cups, cutlery, 
Moka Express, cookie plates, 
milk and sugar are part of 
one set, a coherent look is 
strived for: a confined set of 
materials, shapes and colors.

To allow for easy positioning 
and carrying the artefact 
holder plates need to be 
down. To enable this, the 
tray must be elevated during 
preparation. We chose to use 
a box as a platform to achieve 
this. This also enhances 

integration of everything as 
a set because - by definition 
- a box can store things. This 
way the artefacts can be 
nicely stored away when not 
using them; prevent dust 
from gathering, keep things 
nice and tidy in the kitchen 
and preserve the artefacts 
for displaying and actual 
coffee drinking.

The making process of the 
tray started with a sketch and 
was quickly developed into 
a 3D render and a lasercut 
model to experience it. This 
model allowed us to examine 
the positioning of things and 
the shape and size of the tray 
itself and distill qualities from 
each of the aspects.



Tableware & cutlery
The design of the cups was 
based on the Moka Express 
shape to keep the design of 
the set coherent/uniform. 
Variation in on this shapes 
are made in height and with 
the ears of the cups.

The ear of the cup serves 
multiple functions. At first 
it functions as an indicator 
for positioning the cups. 
This orientation towards the 
‘partner’ was a valued detail 
from the ritual of Virginia, 
and the Italian serving way.

Secondly the ears are 
shaped in a way that allows 
the spoon to be placed 
across the cup. In this way 
the user can indicate he/
she has finished and wishes 
no refill. The same shape is 
present in the milk and sugar 
containers to facilitate easy 
pouring. Lastly the ear could 
fulfills its traditional role, but 
to make the first functions 
more prominent this is not 
motivated with the small 
shape of this ear. 

The final iteration of the 
cups was made in porcelain, 
for its material qualities. 

For example the sound of a 
collision between the spoon 
and cup. Another quality is 
the fact the porcelain will 
become stained over time, 
subtly showing traces of use 
and adding a unique touch 
to each cup.

The spoons ideally are also 
made in porcelain, since steel 
would influence the taste of 
the coffee. The coffee spoon 
fits the coffee ground basket, 
the size invites for a loose fill 
in the coffee filter, improving 
the taste of the coffee.



Experience & flow
We designed our ritual for 
an already existing coffee 
machine, the Moka Express.
Our ritual was originated by 
the combination of the values 
found in the object itself, and 
the values experienced by a 
component of our group, 
in the act of preparing 
breakfast for someone else 
every morning.
So we created the ‘Caffè per 
Due’; a ritual for two in the 
morning at home.

We imagined that the host 
wakes up through the five 
senses when preparing 
coffee for his partner. The 
value of taking care of 
someone wakes up your 
attentiveness and with it all 
the five senses.
Although the ritual is 
experienced in different 
ways, is a moment that you 
want to spend together 
before the day starts.
The host makes sure 
everything in the right place 
and position for her or his 
partner.

Also the partner has a role in 
the ritual, while he is waiting 
for the coffee, he can feel 

sense-by-sense that the 
moment together is coming.
The host takes care of 
everything during the ritual, 
from the preparation of the 
Moka to the preparation 
of the tray, taking care to 
position the parts in the right 
direction for her/his partner. 
The host already knows how 
to position the cup and if she 
or he has to put on the tray 
milk and/or sugar, because 
he knows the tastes of the 
partner. But once that serves 
coffee, the host lets the 
partner the chance to choose 
what to put in his coffee. 
Where there is care there 
is no imposition. Only once 
the partner has finished his 
breakfast, the host closes 
the ritual, bringing the tray 
back to the kitchen.



Making coffee
The Moka’s compact design 
consists essentially of three 
parts: the bottom that 
holds the water and builds 
pressure when heated, the 
top part which collects the 
coffee, and the part where 
the coffee is extracted that 
goes in between. 

A prototype was made to 
explore if separating these 
parts in two would bring 
additional value to the ritual. 
Some of the intended value 
would be in the possibility 
to slightly lower the water 
temperature as it reaches 
the coffee grounds, resulting 
in a better taste, but also to 
prevent having hot parts on 
the tray during the serving 
and drinking of the coffee. 
The prototype was 
configured with the coffee 
compartment still in the 
boiler part.

To make the coffee making 
process more transparent, 
interesting and attentive we 
explored making the boiling 
of the water visible. Therefore 
we looked into making a 
transparent bottom part for 
the Moka Express.

Testing with the weckpot 
(which is transparent and 
easy to open/close) on a 
stove allowed us to get 
insight in the qualities of the 
visible water boiling process. 
This indeed allowed for 
much more attentiveness. 
Regrettably this test setup 
burst open just on the 
moment coffee started to 
drip in the top of the Moka 
express.

Apparently weckpotglass 
is not able to withstand the 
pressure and heat, we then 
looked into laboratory glass.

To asses the feasilibity of 
a working glass prototype 
contact was made with 
the glas laboratory of the 
Equipment and Prototype 
Center. There was a design 
for the glass part which 
would have been conical and 
without the octagonal corner 
shape because of production 
constraints. The glass part 
had a screw top with a 
connecting tube through it, 
for the steam to escape. 
The decision not to include 
the glass part had multiple 
reasons. There was worry 

that the visual addition to 
the Moka express would 
devalue the other sensory 
experiences like the sound it 
makes. 

In our final prototype 
the separation was not 
implemented. We found out 
that creating two new parts 
with a sort of (removable) 
connection in between was 
difficult, more so with a 
configuration opposite to 
the one on this prototype.  
Reflecting on the ritual 
seemed to indicate that next 
to technical difficulty the 
separation and glass would 
not necessarily complement 
the values expressed in 
the other parts of the 
ritual. Combined with the 
lack of time, this indicated 
the importance of putting 
our focus on the rest of 
the ritual in order to make 
demonstration as clear as 
possible.

The final prototype then has 
an original Moka as a central 
artefact. Having the Moka as 
it is already provides value in 
itself, which is why we chose 
it as a starting point.



Final Design
With the Moka express as a 
central part in our ritual, it is 
now part of a set made for 
two people to enjoy coffee 
together. The octagonal 
shape is reflected in other 
artefacts of the set, as well as 
in the size and place of other 
parts with the Moka size 
used as a unit of measure. 
The original qualities of the 
Moka are used as a base for 
the addition of other values. 
The cups for example are 
made from porcelain that 
sounds like a bell when 
stirring, and the ritual has 
some key moments that 
indicate the end of a phase 
- like the cup’s ear offering 
a recess for the spoon. By 
placing the spoon over the 
cup, the user can show they 
finished their coffee in a 
subtle way. 
To serve the coffee, the 
performer of the ritual takes 
the serving tray off the 
casing and sets everything 
in place. After filling the 
Moka with water, placing 
the right amount of coffee 
inside and assembling it it 
can be placed on the stove 
and heated. When the coffee 
is ready to be served, the 

entire tray with the artefacts 
for drinking can be placed on 
a table. By orienting the tray 
so that the cups are central 
on the vertical axis, the next 
phase is started. Adding 
sugar or tea to taste, the 
coffee can then be enjoyed. 
After indicating the phase 
of drinking is over, this 
part is closed with the host 
removing the tray after 
reorienting it towards him/
herself. Parts can be rinsed 
and stored away.



Conclusions
Exploration of personal mor-
ning rituals allowed us to see 
the artefacts and actions 
that took a central role in the 
morning rituals, and relate 
these to personal values. 
These values became central 
to our groups process. 

By reflecting on the actions 
and artifacts within the 
ritual. With this method it is 
possible to extract values. 
This ensured that there was 
a focus on the ritual as it 
exists in its context while still 
being able to enrich it with 
more or stronger meaning.

Because of the analysis of 
actions and artefacts in our 
own rituals, it was possible 
to see which kind of ritual 
best supported the chosen 
values. Because these values 
expressed themselves best 
in the Moka express and the 
ritual of one of the group 
members, this ritual was 
used as vantage point. We 
strengthened certain values 
by designing the rules of the 
ritual and new artifacts.

This ritual has the potential 
to create a space of tolerance 

in the morning routine which 
allows for the values caring 
and attentiveness for others 
to become more prominent 
in the participant’s life. The 
ritual has a clear result, which 
is a part of the morning 
routine for many, a good cup 
of coffee, because of this 
it can replace a part of the 
existing routine therefore 
imparting new values within 
the lives of the participants.

The choices to impose or let 
the act free were made with 
the value in mind. An example 
of this is choice to add or leave 
out milk and sugar. It leaves 
the participant free to make 
this choice but he or she is 
constrained by the fact that 
the host has to be mindful 
of their own preference and 
that of the other participant. 
Another example is closing 
of the ritual by putting the 
spoon on top of the cup. 
This means that participants 
need to have both indicated 
that the ritual should be 
ended. Being mindful of the 
preferences and the time 
schedule, both express the 
value of caring for the other 
and him or herself.



Recommendations
From the design itself there are no real clues on how to use 
it. The octagonal placings give indication on how to place the 
artifacts. It provides limitations but it does not communicate 
how the artifacts should be placed and which actions should 
take in order to expertly execute the ritual. This can be improved 
in a next iteration. 

As an example, the affordances that indicate the spoon can be 
placed over the cup after drinking can be made more persuasive 
by adding a small indent in the cup opposite to the ear, and 
matching the shape of the spoon with the ear.

The design could also include more possibilities for the 
participant which is not the host. The role the participant plays 
at this moment is quite passive. The sensorial engagement, 
especially during the setup and aftermath, is quite low. 
Improvement could be made by providing the person more 
actions. A closer role in the setup and aftermath would also be 
possibility. It has to be kept in mind however, that the value of 
caring for another person is not diminished. 

Discussion
The process seemed to indicate a preference of starting with 
actions. The starting point was the existing moka express 
and the morning ritual of one of the group members. It is 
understandable as a vantage point, as it already has meaning 
which can be extended and enhanced.

The pervasive effect of the ritual was not yet seen in the 
current prototype because this needs longer testing with 
inexperienced users. The impact of a ritual which expressed 
caring was experienced by the group member whose ritual 
inspired the final design.




